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Cracked Atlantis Data Inspector With Keygen is a graphical user interface (GUI) built around the SQL Server
database. It enables you to compare data and view differences between databases quickly and easily. Atlantis
Data Inspector is an add-on to the SQL Server Management Studio, which makes it easy to perform quick
data diffs from one database to another.  No more going through a series of checkboxes in the GUI to
perform a comparison. Atlantis Data Inspector can handle large databases containing complex structures and
hierarchies, making it ideal for performing an SQL diff on the data between databases. Atlantis Data
Inspector Features Find differences between databases: * Works with SQL Server databases, SQL Server
views and SQL Server stored procedures * Supports batch diffs, i.e. compares one table to another table in
the same database, or one stored procedure to another stored procedure in the same database. * Works
directly in SQL Server Management Studio * Includes multi-select and multi-table (Group by) options
Compare SQL Server databases: * Compares tables, SQL Server views, SQL Server stored procedures and
SQL Server user-defined functions * Groups data * Provides hierarchical drop down lists and count options *
Exposes database structure changes * Supports up to 2 databases and a maximum of 3 tables and up to 1000
stored procedures Compare SQL Server stored procedures: * Compares stored procedures * Includes multi-
select and multi-table (Group by) options Compare SQL Server views: * Supports multi-select and multi-table
(Group by) options * Includes SQL Server user-defined views * Includes SQL Server user-defined functions *
Can be used to compare the same view with different tables and a database that has been expanded and
compacted * Supports up to 2 databases and a maximum of 1 view and up to 1000 tables or SQL Server
stored procedures Compare SQL Server user-defined functions: * Works on SQL Server user-defined
functions * Supports multi-select and multi-table (Group by) options * Includes SQL Server user-defined
views * Can be used to compare the same view with different tables and a database that has been expanded
and compacted * Supports up to 2 databases and a maximum of 1 view and up to 1000 tables or SQL Server
stored procedures Compare SQL Server user-defined functions to views: * Works on SQL Server user-defined
functions * Supports multi-select and multi-table (Group by) options * Includes

Atlantis Data Inspector Crack + Full Version

Data Inspector can be used to edit or synchronise the existing and new data to your SQL Server databases. It
allows you to compare existing and new data against each other and perform a SQL diff between the
databases.  - Synchronise existing and new data against each other - Compare and synchronise existing data
against existing data - Performs a SQL diff between two databases - Includes a T-SQL code generator -
Create SQL Insert, Update and Delete scripts - Automatically detect inconsistencies in the data - Can be run
from any folder - Supports Text and Binary diffs - Output is included as a T-SQL script - Works with SQL
Server Databases - Includes a GUI and T-SQL Syntax highlighting - Highlight Table Names, Columns and
Datatypes to aid data synchronization - Works with SQL Server 2005 and later - Can be used to compare data
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in SQL Server Databases - Can be used for SQL Server Management Studio development - Supports Named
Parameters - Supports Database Changelogs - Can be used for Source-only data migration - Can be used for
SQL Server to SQL Server data migration - Supports Compact and Shrink database - Supports Scripting -
Supports Partial SQL diffs - Supports binary diffs - Supports SQL CREATE and ALTER database scripts -
Supports SQL DROP, CREATE and ALTER database scripts - Supports SQL Server linked servers - Supports
SQL Server views - Supports SQL Server T-SQL Tables - Supports SQL Server Parameters - Supports
Database and Table diffs - Supports datatype conversion of columns - Supports Text diffs - Supports binary
diffs - Supports named parameters - Supports standard view definitions - Supports standard table definitions
- Supports diffs between databases - Supports diffs between SQL Server databases - Supports SQL Server
2005 and later - Supports SQL Server 2008 and later - Supports SQL Server 2012 and later - Supports SQL
Server 2014 and later - Supports SQL Server 2017 and later - Supports 2edc1e01e8
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Atlantis Data Inspector is a tool for professional SQL Server data users and developers to analyse and
compare SQL Server databases quickly and efficiently. It’s designed for busy SQL Server developers and
database administrators who want to know if the data is exactly the same in two databases. Whether the SQL
Server databases are in source code form, a data dump or live in SQL Server, Atlantis Data Inspector can
help you build a robust proof-of-concept, release or investigate your new changes. If you use SQL Server, you
will benefit from the built-in diff capabilities between databases, or you can compare databases to discover
differences. Atlantis Data Inspector Features: * Fully integrated SQL Server diff feature * Compare database
schemas, tables, views, stored procedures, functions, triggers, data, indexed views and indexes * Selectively
compare files between databases * Migrations between databases supported * Compare databases in both
directions * Export database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Display database comparison information as
tables * Export database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Restores database comparisons from XML files *
Export database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Export database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Database
comparison diffs between databases * Compare database schemas, tables, views, stored procedures,
functions, triggers, data, indexed views and indexes * Selectively compare files between databases *
Migrations between databases supported * Compare databases in both directions * Display database
comparison information as tables * Compare databases in both directions * Load database comparisons from
XML files * Database comparison diffs between databases * Compare database schemas, tables, views,
stored procedures, functions, triggers, data, indexed views and indexes * Selectively compare files between
databases * Migrations between databases supported * Compare databases in both directions * Export
database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Export database comparisons to Excel or HTML * Restore
database comparisons from XML files * Compare database schemas, tables, views, stored procedures,
functions, triggers, data, indexed views and indexes * Selectively compare files between databases *
Migrations between databases supported * Compare databases in both directions * Display database
comparison information as tables * Database comparison diffs between databases * Compare database
schemas, tables, views, stored procedures, functions, triggers, data, indexed views and indexes * Selectively
compare files between databases * Migrations between databases supported * Compare databases in both
directions * Export database
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What's New In?

Atlantis Data Inspector supports SQL Server 2000, 2000 Express, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise, 2000
Standard, 2000 Enterprise and SQL Server 2005. In addition, Atlantis Data Inspector is available as a
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command line tool that can be used for offline data comparison. Whether you are a SQL Server database
professional, developer or user, you will find Atlantis Data Inspector a invaluable tool for ensuring your SQL
Server databases are compatible, and minimising any risks. All metadata information, including the
structure, constraints and relationships, is compared in the best possible format. Automatic creation of the
DDL for the changed/added tables with correct indexes, constraints, primary keys, foreign keys and triggers.
Automatic generation of the DDL for the modified objects (such as views, stored procedures and procedures
etc). Automatic generation of the DDL for the objects that have been deleted Detailed DML and DDL in the
audit trail Delta compression New in Atlantis Data Inspector 7 Atlantis Data Inspector 7 has been upgraded
from v6.5.3706 to v7.0.1479. v7.0.1479 contains: Comprehensive data validation: added new validation
functions and several data types support them. New copy data wizard: The wizard can help you to copy data
to different table, field, index, constraint and table options. New event log: The events for each operation and
operation's results are recorded in the event log. More improved editor: The editor support more simple and
fast editing. More autocomplete feature: The editor supports more new functions. System Requirements
Microsoft Windows operating systems Microsoft SQL Server 2000, 2000 Express, 2000 Standard, 2000
Enterprise, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise and SQL Server 2005 System Requirements Microsoft Windows
operating systems Microsoft SQL Server 2000, 2000 Express, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise, 2000
Standard, 2000 Enterprise and SQL Server 2005 System Requirements Microsoft Windows operating
systems Microsoft SQL Server 2000, 2000 Express, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise, 2000 Standard, 2000
Enterprise and SQL Server 2005 Atlantis Data Inspector Download Atlantis Data Inspector License Key
Atlantis Data Inspector is a commercial tool which is available for licensing on a per database basis. Use the
link below to obtain a free trial license key or a free 30-day trial for Atlantis Data Inspector Atlantis Data
Inspector Download Atlantis Data Inspector License Key Atlantis Data Inspector is a commercial tool which
is available for licensing on a per database basis. Use the link below to obtain a free trial license key or a free
30-day trial for Atlantis Data Inspector Atlantis Data Inspector Description Atlantis Data Inspector supports
SQL Server 2000, 2000 Express, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise, 2000 Standard, 2000 Enterprise and SQL
Server 2005. In addition,



System Requirements For Atlantis Data Inspector:

OS: Windows XP (SP3), Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8 Processor: 1.8 GHz or greater Memory: 1 GB RAM
(2 GB recommended) Graphics: 64 MB of VRAM Controller: Dual Shock 3 or above (any model, except older
wireless or PS3 Dual Shock), Xbox 360 controller, or compatible USB gamepad. All Bluetooth controllers
must be recognized and be paired via the USB driver. If you have an Xbox 360 controller, please make sure it
is a compatible version by using the Xbox 360
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